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Abstract—The paper describes RoDaFlow—a framework for development of dataflow network agents on Smart-M3 platform. The agents created with the use of the framework support the substitution mechanism that allows to keep the dataflow network based systems in working conditions when some of its agents fall out. The RoDaFlow framework is implemented in Java with the use of Smart-M3 Java KPI library. It allows to develop primary and substitute agents by implementing only their programs, which define how agents process incoming information. The paper also describes a prototype of home light control system based on the dataflow network that allows to effectively control the light in a home. This system uses a number of sensors, actuators, remote control units and computational agents. The agents use information from remote control units and sensors to control the actuators and thus the light level in the home rooms. The agents for the prototype were developed with the use of proposed framework.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The dataflow network is an architecture for distributed computing systems [1]. It consists of computational units called nodes. Each node retrieves information from some other nodes, processes it and forwards further to next layers of the network. This activity forms the flow of the data that passes from an information source (for example, sensor) through a number of computational nodes to the network unit that uses processed data (for instance, to control some physical entities or display the data).

In some cases the computational node can be disconnected from the dataflow network, for example due to breakage of the device that hosts this node. Such situation may lead to the rupture of the dataflow that results in the whole system disfunction.

As a result of our previous researches we developed the substitution mechanism for dataflow networks [2]. Its implementation based on Smart-M3 platform [3]. The goal of the mechanism is to prevent dataflow disruption and to keep system based on dataflow network in working conditions even when some of its nodes were disconnected.

The main idea of the substitution mechanism is that the dataflow network along with the usual computational agents also consists of agents of special type, called substitute agents. In case when primary agent disconnects from the network, because of connection loss or lack of the energy, it is being substituted by the substitute agent. This agent performs same or almost the same computations and does not allow the dataflow to be ruptured.

In this paper we introduce RoDaFlow—a framework for creating primary and substitute agents for dataflow network implementation on Smart-M3 platform. As the behavior and basic operations of the agents are always the same, there is no need to implement them each time again. The framework allows to create agents by implementing only agent programs. The program determines what type of information is processed by the agent and the way of this processing. It is the only thing that differs between the agents.

The rest of the paper is organized as following. In Section II we describe the aspects of primary and substitute agents implementation in Smart-M3. Section III contains a detailed description of the framework architecture. Section IV gives a closer look on the process of creating agents with the use of the introduced framework. In Section V we describe the prototype of the home light control system, which agents were developed with the use of the framework. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. DATAFLOW NETWORK AGENTS IMPLEMENTATION IN SMART-M3

This section briefly overview common behavior of primary and substitute agents, which was described in our previous papers including [2].

In the dataflow network implementation on Smart-M3 platform agents correspond to knowledge processors (KPs). They subscribe to input triples and produce output and state triples as the input updates. The implementation of primary and substitute agents in Smart-M3 differs and is described below.

A. Primary Agent

KP initializes as the primary agent by inserting a set of description triples into data storage after joining the network. This triples with their description are shown in Table I. All the triples have the same subject that is the id of the primary agent. The strings in apostrophes are the values of the certain triple components.
The substitute program consists of two parts: header and body. Program header contains three sets of triples' templates for substitute agent's input, output and state triples. The body of the program defines what calculations the substitute agent performs.

The \emph{(agent\_id, 'Active', active)} triple is used by Semantic Information Broker (SIB) to determine whether the agent is able to work. Active agent performs its operations as usual. If the agent is deactivated, then it is not functioning. Agent deactivation can be performed in two cases. The first one is when the SIB detects breakage of agent's connection. In the other case the agent can deactivate itself right before it disconnects from the network. For example, if the battery level of the device, which runs the agent, is low and it is needed to stop all agent calculations to save the energy. When the agent returns to the network after disconnection, it activates itself. The activation/deactivation of the agent leads to start/stop of its substitution correspondingly.

After the initialization the KP subscribes for its input triples. Each time the input is updated the KP recalculates the output and state triples.

### B. Substitute Agent

Description triples of the substitute agent differ from primary agent ones. They are shown in Table II.

After initialization the KP subscribes for its 'Substitutes' triple and starts waiting for its changes. As the SIB detects the failure of some primary agent, it searches for the appropriate (i.e., with the same program type) substitute agent. The SIB changes the object of the found agent 'Substitutes' triple from 'None' to the id of the broken primary agent. It is a signal for the substitute agent to start substitution. The substitute agent retrieves the substitute program from the primary agent description triple, subscribes for input triples stated in there and then activates itself. Each time the input changes, the substitute agent executes the program to calculate new output and state triples.

If the substituted primary agent returns to the dataflow network, the SIB changes the object of the 'Substitutes' triple back to 'None'. The substitute agent notices it and stops the substitution. It unsubscribes from all input triples, deactivates itself and starts waiting for another call for substitution.

The behavior of primary and substitute agents, which is described above, is always the same. This fact motivated us to create a framework that contains all the general logic of both types of agents.

### III. Framework Architecture

We implemented the RoDaFlow framework in Java. It uses Smart-M3 Java KPI library [4] for communication with the smart space. The class diagram of the framework is shown in Fig. 1.

The RDF triple entity is represented in the framework with the \emph{Triple} class. It stores triple's subject, predicate, object and types of subject and object. It also contains getters and setters for these triple components. The \emph{Triple\_to\_Vector} method converts triple to a form of \emph{Vector} of Strings. Such form of triple is used in Smart-M3 Java KPI library.

The \emph{Triple} class also allows to create triple templates. It is done by setting triple subject and/or object to the \emph{null}, which means that this component is arbitrary. Another methods of the \emph{Triple} class – \emph{equalsToTemplate} and \emph{equalsToOneOfTemplates} – allow to match the triple against one or more templates correspondingly. The former method returns true if the triple matches given template and false otherwise. The latter one returns the first template from the given list of the templates, which is matched by the triple.

The \emph{TriplesCouple} class represents a container of two triples. These triples represent the new and the obsolete values of the triple that is updated in the smart space.

The core of the framework is the group of four agent classes. The first on is the \emph{Agent} class. It is a layer between the framework and Smart-M3 Java KPI library. It provides basic operations to smart space (query, insert, remove, update, subscribe and unsubscribe) with the use of triple representation as an instance of the \emph{Triple} class. In addition this class also provides methods to setup and remove triples protection [5]. This protection is used to restrict changing of agent description, its output and state triples by other dataflow network nodes.

Any smart space operation can fail due to various reasons (e.g., agent disconnection from the smart space, attempt to change protected data, etc.). To handle such errors the instance of the \emph{OnAgentErrorListener} interface can be set for the \emph{Agent}. The \emph{onAgentError} method of the interface is called each time the error occurs during the operations.

The \emph{DataflowAgent} class inherits the \emph{Agent} class and represents agent of the dataflow network. It provides common operations and properties of these agents, such as agent id and URI that are used to identify the agent. This class allows to activate and deactivate the agent by calling corresponding methods and to handle incoming subscription messages. The \emph{DataflowAgent} class has abstract \emph{handleSubscription} method that is called in a separate thread each time the agent receives subscription message.
Fig. 1. Framework class diagram
The PrimaryAgent and the SubstituteAgent classes inherit the DataflowAgent class and represent primary and substitute agents correspondingly. These classes are used by the developer to create dataflow agents that support substitution mechanism. More closely the process of creation of agents is described in the following section.

IV. AGENTS IMPLEMENTATION

The process of agents implementation starts with the defining of agent’s programs. For this purpose there are the AgentProgram and the SubstituteAgentProgram interfaces in the framework (see Fig. 1).

The AgentProgram interface represents a program for the primary agent. To implement this interface one should define output, input and state triples for the agent program. It is done by implementing methods that return list of corresponding triples templates. Input triples are used as incoming information for calculation of output triples. State triples describe current calculation status of the program.

Another two methods that are defined by the AgentProgram interface are calculateInitialOutTriples and calculateOutTriples. The first one is used to calculate initial state and output triples using input triples. It is called only once, when the primary agent starts its work. The second method is called each time one of the input triples is updated in smart space by another agent and calculate new output and state triples.

The SubstituteAgentProgram interface represents a program for the substitute agent. This program performs the calculations that depend on the substitute program code, which is received by the substitute agent. According to this fact the SubstituteAgentProgram interface defines two methods: parseProgramBody and calculateOutTriples.

First one is called each time the substitute agent starts substitution, when it receives the code of the substitute program. The method parses the body of the received substitute program and determines what will calculateOutTriples method do. The last one performs calculations each time some of the input triples, pointed in the substitute program header, is updated.

After implementation of the agent program developer just needs to create an instance of the PrimaryAgent or the SubstituteAgent class (see Fig. 1) passing implemented program and other additional information to it and call its joinSIB method. After that the agent automatically starts its work. The primary agent:

1) joins the smart space;
2) initializes itself inserting description triples;
3) inserts protection triples for its description, output and state triples;
4) calculates and inserts initial output and state triples;
5) subscribes to its input triples.

If this primary agent (the primary agent with the same id) already was in smart space, but was disconnected from it by some reason (for instance, due to lack of the energy), then during the initialization it only subscribes to input triples. After the initialization the primary agent will calculate new output and state triples each time it receives subscribe message about input triples update from the smart space.

After calling the joinSIB method on the SubstituteAgent class instance it:

1) joins the smart space;
2) initializes itself inserting description triples;
3) inserts protection triples for its description triples;
4) subscribes to triple that indicates what primary agent is substituted by this one.

As the substitute agent receives subscription message with the id of the agent it must substitute, it starts the substitution. This operation consists of following steps:

1) query from smart space triple with the substitute program code and parse this code using SubstituteProgramParser class;
2) query from smart space input, output and state triples;
3) pass the body of the substitute program to the SubstituteAgentProgram instance;
4) subscribe to input triples;
5) activate agent.

Both the PrimaryAgent and the SubstituteAgent classes contain the shutdown method that can be used by the developer to finish agent work. This method:

1) removes all the input, state and description triples of the agent;
2) removes all protection triples, which were added by the agent;
3) leaves smart space.

In addition, the PrimaryAgent class contains the suspendOperation method that deactivates the agent provoking it to be substituted. It can be used by the developer to:

- test the work of the substitution and substitute agents;
- preventively deactivate the agent before it disconnects from the smart space for some reason.

Therefore, to create developer’s own agent he or she needs to implement one of the agent program interfaces, create instance of the agent class, pass this program to the agent and call agent’s joinSIB method. So the creation process is simple and does not require from the developer to implement operations that are equal for all agents. Moreover, the developer is not communicating straight with the smart space.
space. He or she just defines what triples the agent uses and what calculations it performs.

In such a way it saves the developer’s time and simplifies the development of the agents and hence the development of dataflow network based systems. The framework also does not require from the developer any additional knowledges of substitution mechanism implementation to create agents that support this mechanism.

V. CASE STUDY

In this section we describe the prototype of the home light control system based on dataflow network implementation for Smart-M3 platform. It can be used as part of the smart home along with other systems [6], [7]. The system is designed to remotely control the light in the whole home or apartment. Its primary and substitute agents are developed with the use of the proposed framework. The example of the system dataflows in one room is shown in Fig. 2.

Home light control system consists of following components:

- indoor illuminance sensors in each house room;
- outdoor illuminance sensors on each house window;
- sensors that count the number of people that entered or left the room (in each room entrance);
- actuators that manage blinds level (i.e., control the amount of light comes through the windows) on each home window;
- actuators that set the brightness of each lamp or other electrical light source;
- remote control unit, with which the user can set the preferable light level in each house room;
- agent that uses information from room sensors and remote control unit to control the actuators in particular room (one agent per room);
- substitute agents for each of the system’s primary agents.

The system prototype works as follows. The user sets the preferable light level in each room using remote control unit. The primary agents in each room receive information from the room sensors and remote control unit and set the optimal parameters for the room actuators. Parameters that allow the electricity consumption of the system to be the minimal possible considered as the optimal. If there are people in the room, then the parameters applied immediately. Otherwise the parameters are applied only after someone enters the room. If everybody, who was in the room, left it and the room stays empty for 5 minutes then the light in the room is automatically switched off. The light is automatically switched on as someone enters the room.

As a primary agent falls out, the substitute agent starts to work. It provides the same functionality as the substituted agent, but it cannot control the blinds actuators. In this case the user is assumed to control the level of the blinds as he or she wishes.

The system prototype uses the following triples:

- Each illuminance sensor generates the triple that contains sensor id and the measured value.
- Each room entrance sensor generates the triple that contains sensor id and the number of the people inside room.
- The remote control unit generates triples that contain the id of the room and user set value of the illuminance in this room.
- Each actuator subscribes for the triple that contains its id and the parameters for this actuator.

Each primary agent subscribes to the triples generated by the sensors in the room and also to the triple that contains user set light level in the room. The room actuators subscribe to the triples that are output of room’s agent.

The framework allowed us to not implement the whole agent logic including initialization, subscription handling, shutdown, etc. All we had to implement were just the agent programs. The implementation of such program consists of:

- definition of output and input agent triples sets, which were described above;
- implementation of the calculation method that uses input triples to determine the output triples.

This case study shows that the RoDaFlow framework allows to save the time and significantly simplify the development of dataflow network based systems.

VI. CONCLUSION

The RoDaFlow framework was implemented in Java and used to develop agents for the home light control system prototype. The framework allows to create agents for the systems based on dataflow network implementation in Smart-M3. These agents support substitution mechanism described in [2], which allows to make dataflow networks more robust. The creation of the agents is very simple and requires from the developer to implement only the programs for the agents. The RoDaFlow framework can be downloaded from its home page: https://yar.fruct.org/projects/rodaflow.

As the framework is written in Java it allows to create agents for all popular desktop platforms, such as Windows, Linux and Mac OS. Moreover, it is also possible to use the proposed framework for creating native mobile agents for Android devices, which currently have about 79 percent of the whole smartphones market share [8]. In future the RoDaFlow framework can be used to create dataflow agents for devices based on Oracle’s Internet of Things platform [9].
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Fig. 2. The example of the light control system dataflows for one room
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